
ormer Maccabees star Orlando Weeks
will release a solo album next year. The
British indie rockers - also comprised of
Hugo White, Felix White, Rupert Jarvis

and Sam Doyle - announced their split in August
2016, and now the band’s lead vocalist has
announced a series of shows this September to test
out his new material in front of a live audience for
the first time. The run kicks off in Glasgow on
September 21, and concludes with two intimate
shows at London’s Hoxton Hall on September 27
and September 28, and tickets go on sale on Friday
at 9am.  An announcement on his Facebook page
reads: “Orlando Weeks is proud to present a run of
very intimate performances in the UK this
September to mark the start of a new project.
Weeks will be performing new solo material, which
will be released as an album next year.  “The tour
marks the first time Orlando will perform these
songs live with a band. “The shows are an opportu-
nity to hear this new music first, live and in an inti-
mate setting exclusively, ahead of any recorded
music being released. Tickets go on-sale this
Friday, August 2nd at 9am local time. (sic)” Orlando
has admitted it hasn’t been an easy ride working on
a solo record. He said: “The album I’ve been work-
ing on for the last eighteen months is very nearly
done.  “For me, holding my nerve has been a large
part of finishing a record, and there’s a certain con-
fidence that comes from discovering a song can
survive in a room full of strangers.  “The flip side of
that is that you unearth problems you wish had
stayed buried.  “There’s every chance it won’t work,
but that’s the gamble.” Announcing their disband-
ment in a group statement, they said: “After 14
years as a band we have decided to call it a day.
The decision has obviously been an incredibly dif-
ficult one, given that The Maccabees has been such
a huge part of our lives until now. We are very
proud to be able to go out on our own terms, at our
creative peak and off the back of the best and
biggest shows we have ever done. There have not
been fallings out and we are grateful to say that we
are not leaving the group behind as a divided force.
It has been a rare and absolutely incredible time
that we all feel very lucky to have shared. “Love to
anyone who has ever stood by our band, bought
our records, come and seen us play, or cared and
contributed in whatever capacity it may have been.
We have always valued it immeasurably, tried to
honor it as best we could and can only say thank
you to you all very deeply and sincerely ... There
will be some farewell celebration shows announced
in the near future. “Once again, especially to fans of
The Maccabees, thank you for the countless good
times that we will never forget. Take care and we
will be in touch soon.” The ‘Toothpaste Kisses’ hit-
makers also said they would all continue to make
music in some capacity going forward. They added:
“Though there are no concrete plans at this stage,
we are all planning to continue making music.  “We
are excited about the future and intend to move on,
with some sadness, but with appreciation, affection
and huge pride at the music we have made and all
that we have achieved together.” The Maccabees
formed in 2002 and released four albums; 2007
debut ‘Colour It In’, ‘Wall of Arms’ in 2009, 2012’s
‘Given to the Wild’ and ‘Marks To Prove It’, which
came out in July 2015. Orlando’s solo tour dates
can be found by visiting orlandoweeks.co.uk
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he Kinks will release a 50th anniversary box set of ‘Arthur Or
The Decline And Fall Of The British Empire’ featuring five
unreleased tracks and a lost Dave Davies solo album.
Following the reissue of ‘The Kinks Are The Village Green

Preservation Society’, the iconic rock group’s seminal 1968 record, in
October, the band are following it up with another treat for fans, in the
form of a jam-packed version of their seventh studio album, featuring
previously unreleased track ‘The Future’ and much more. Frontman Sir
Ray Davies said: “I started ‘Arthur’ before the end of ‘Village Green’.
“The albums piggyback one another because they are joined. I’d already
written the song ‘Arthur’. “I think I wrote ‘Australia’ when I was still living
at 87 Fortis Green so it was quite early on. I remember taking it over to
Dave, he lived in Cockfosters at the time, and playing it to him. “We were
laughing at the irony in the line, ‘nobody’s got a chip on their shoulder’.”
The four CDs, comprised of a total of 81 tracks, also feature 28 previ-
ously unreleased versions of songs. Among the gems, are two new
recordings of Ray with The Doo Wop Choir, ‘Arthur & The Emigrants’,
one previously unreleased track, and three previously unreleased ‘The
Come Dancing Workshop Ensemble’ recordings, and Ray’s remixes of
‘Australia’ and ‘Shangri-La’. ‘The Great Lost Dave Davies Solo Album’
was record in the middle of the sessions for ‘Arthur’, which was released
in 1969. Dave commented: “One of the reasons the album wasn’t finished
was because I felt The Kinks’ management and record company were

forcing me too much.  “I felt very comfortable being in The Kinks and it
seemed fulfilling to be part of a band. I didn’t really want for more. I
couldn’t see the point.” Ray admitted it was an emotional experience lis-
tening to his brother Dave’s solo music again, because he felt like the
songs made up the “backstory” of the ‘You Really Got Me’ band.  He
added: “Hearing Dave’s songs again after all this time, I found them quite
moving because they were like the backstory of what The Kinks were
going through at the time.” The siblings and the group’s former drummer
Mick Avory infamously feuded for years, and despite talks of working on
a new album with Ray, Dave insisted they still need to “iron out a few”
kinks before working together again. The singer went on a national news
channel last year to announce that they had been back in the studio for
the first time in 25 years, but Dave admitted it wasn’t entirely true as
they’d only discussed the prospect and need to argue out their creative
differences first. He spilled: “I thought, ‘What is Ray talking about
now?’” However, he added: “We’ve been talking about maybe trying to
work on new Kinks material.  “I said, ‘We shouldn’t go public yet
because we’ve got to iron out a few things.’  “He said, ‘Yeah.’ Of course,
he left and the next thing he’s on TV saying we’re doing it. Typical Ray.”
‘Arthur Or The Decline And Fall Of The British Empire’ the reissue is
released on October 25 via BMG.
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ool’s first album in 13 years is called ‘Fear
Inoculum’. The ‘Vicarious’ rockers - compris-
ing singer Maynard James Keenan, bassist
Justin Chancellor, guitarist Adam Jones and

drummer Danny Carey - haven’t released a record since
2006’s ‘10,000 Days’ but they have now unveiled the
details of their new record, which is released a month
today. Alongside a moving piece of artwork, the band
wrote on Instagram: “FEAR INOCULUM, Aug 30th,
2019 Album Art, Lead Track, and Pre-Order info TBA.
Thank you for your patience. (sic)” Tool also announced
their back catalog is coming to streaming services for the
first time on Friday. Justin previously admitted they have
been very “picky” about what has made it onto the track
list. Speaking in 2016, he said: “We’re about 90 percent
there, it’s been like a crazy science project-kind of like a
petri dish. “We’ve just been really picky over what we
want to put on this new album and really want to come
up with something completely unique.  “Plus, we have
endless amounts of material to sift through, so it’s just

been a process... a little different from last time.”
Meanwhile, the band’s frontman recently hit the headlines
after he expressed his disappointment that Justin Bieber
is a fan of his band. The ‘Sorry’ hitmaker’s wife Hailey
Baldwin hit out at the 55-year-old singer after he claimed
it was a “bummer” that the 25-year-old pop star is a
long-time follower of his group’s music. Taking to Twitter,
Hailey fired back: “You must be unhappy with yourself
that you want to make people feel small who express
their admiration for you. Very childish and hurtful thing to
do. I hope u find security within yourself. Sad place to be.
(sic)” Maynard posted the comment online after Justin
posted lyrics from the band’s 2006 track ‘The Pot’ to his
Instagram account after he and Hailey had enjoyed a
drive whilst listening to Tool tracks. Asking his followers if
they recognized the lyrics, the ‘What Do You Mean’ hit-
maker wrote: “Who are you to wave your finger? / You
must have been outta your head / Eye hole deep in mud-
dy waters / You practically raised the dead.”

eyonce is in talks with Disney to produce
another project.  Following the success of the
remake of the 1994 animated classic ‘The Lion
King’ - which has banked $968 million world-

wide in just two weeks, becoming the fifth highest-gross-
ing film of 2019 - Disney has opened discussions with the
37-year-old R&B sensation to embark on a partnership
which would give the star “free reign” to make film’s
“under the Disney umbrella”. A film insider told The Sun
newspaper’s Bizarre column: “Beyonce’s deal with Disney
for ‘The Lion King’ was one of the biggest it has done to
date. Now they want to expand it by giving her free reign
to create her own movies under the Disney umbrella.”
The ‘Formation’ hitmaker is already producing projects
with her entertainment company Parkwood
Entertainment, however, Disney bosses are looking to
strike up a deal which could earn the singer “millions”.
The insider added: “She is producing projects with
Parkwood Entertainment but Disney bosses would like
her to do the same for them in a partnership that would
make her millions.  “The conversations are ongoing but
it’s an exciting proposition.” In ‘The Lion King’, Beyonce
voiced lioness Nala alongside Donald Glover who took
on the role of Simba and the ‘Halo’ hitmaker also featured
on the official soundtrack and released her own album
‘The Lion King: The Gift’, which features guests including
her husband Jay Z, Pharrell Williams and Kendrick Lamar.
Speaking about her inspiration for the LP, Beyonce said:
“I wanted to make sure we found the best talent from
Africa, and not just use some of the sound or my own
interpretation of it. I wanted it to be authentic to what is
beautiful about the music in Africa. A lot of the drums,
chants, all of these incredible new sounds mixed with
some of the producers from America, we’ve kind of cre-
ated our own genre.”

aul Walter Hauser has joined the cast of
Disney’s ‘Cruella’. The 32-year-old actor
- who is best known for his roles in 2017
Tonya Harding biopic ‘I, Tonya’ and 2018

drama ‘BlacKkKlansman’ - has boarded the upcom-
ing live-action prequel to ‘101 Dalmatians’, which is
set to hit screens in December 2020. Although his
role has not been confirmed, it is suspected he will
play Horace, who is one of Cruella de Vil’s hench-
men. Emma Stone is taking on the part of the titular
villainess - who in the 1961 animated classic ‘101
Dalmatians’ tries to steal Roger and Anita’s
Dalmatian puppies to complete her dog fur coat.
Dame Emma Thompson is also part of the cast but
her role is as-yet unknown. Little else is known
about the plot of upcoming film, which follows the
life of a young Cruella, although it has been claimed
that the project will have an 80s punk vibe. Craig
Gillespie - who helmed ‘I, Tonya’ in 2017 - is on
board to direct. Alex Timbers was initially set to
helm the project but was forced to walk away from
the movie due to scheduling issues. ‘Cruella’ is
being produced by Andrew Gunn, Marc Platt and
Kristin Burr. Paul will next be seen on screens in
Clint Eastwood’s ‘The Ballad of Richard Jewell’
where he will play the titular character who is
wrongly accused of planting the bomb during the
Olympic Park bombing during the 1996 Atlanta
Games. The upcoming movie follows Jewell as his
life is transformed after the police leaked that he
was a suspect in the incident. Jewell - who found a
suspicious backpack in the Olympic Park, before
clearing the area and saving lives - quickly went
from being considered a hero, to one of the most
disliked people in the US.

ason Momoa is to lead Netflix’s upcoming
thriller ‘Sweet Girl’.  The 39-year-old actor is
reportedly set to star in and produce the
streaming service’s upcoming revenge tale

which will be helmed by Brian Andrew Mendoza from a
script by Gregg Hurwitz and Philip Eisner, with polishing
by Will Staples.  Though there is no word on when the
movie will begin shooting the ‘Aquaman’ star will portray
a distraught husband who embarks on a mission to bring
violet justice to those responsible for the death of his
wife, all while protecting the only family he has left, his
daughter.  This isn’t the first time Momoa has teamed up
with Mendoza and the pair worked together on Netflix
and Discovery Canada’s TV series ‘Frontier’ as well as
2018 action film ‘Braven’.  Brad Peyton and Jeff Fierson of
ASAP Entertainment will also produce while Martin
Kistler will serve as executive producer. Confirming his
involvement in the project in a statement, Momoa said:
“I’m excited to partner with Netflix once again. I’m put-
ting a dream team together from Brad and Jeff to my best
friend, Brian, who has been my partner for over 10 years.
It’s a dream come true to collaborate with him and deliv-
er his vision.”  Fierson added: “Brad and I are ecstatic
about bringing another project to Netflix, who have truly
made us feel like we have a home to make groundbreak-
ing original features and series “Additionally, Jason and
Brian are like family, so to re-team with them on a movie
after working for three seasons of Frontier, is a dream
come true. When we first read this script, we knew there
was only one actor who could bring the gravitas and
depth to the role of Cooper, and that’s Jason.”

— Bang Showbiz
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